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In this paper we develop a method of constructing Hilbert spaces and the repre-
sentation of the formal algebra of quantum observables in deformation quantization
which is an analog of the well-known GNS construction for complex C-algebras: in
this approach the corresponding positive linear functionals (‘states’) take their values
not in the eld of complex numbers, but in (a suitable extension eld of) the eld
of formal complex Laurent series in the formal parameter. By using the algebraic
and topological properties of these elds we prove that this construction makes sense
and show in physical examples that standard representations as the Bargmann and
Schro¨dinger representation come out correctly, both formally and in a suitable conver-
gence scheme. For certain Hamiltonian functions (contained in the Gel’fand ideal of
the positive functional) a formal solution to the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation
is shown to exist. Moreover, we show that for every Ka¨hler manifold equipped with
the Fedosov star product of Wick type all the classical delta functionals are positive





In the programme of deformation quantization introduced by Bayen, Flato, Fronsdal, Lich-
nerowicz and Sternheimer [4] the algebra of quantum observables is considered as an asso-
ciative local formal deformation (a so-called star product ) of the associative commutative
algebra of smooth complex-valued functions C1(M) on a given symplectic manifold M ,
such that the rst order commutator equals i times the Poisson bracket and such that
complex conjugation is an antilinear involution of the deformed algebra. The latter is equal
to C1(M)[[]], the space of formal power series in the deformation parameter  with co-
ecients in C1(M), and the associative noncommutative multiplication  is bilinear with
respect to the ring C[[]] of formal power series in  with complex coecients. A lot of
progress has been made on the question of existence of these deformations for general sym-
plectic manifolds (DeWilde-Lecomte 1983 [13]; Fedosov 1985 [15]; Omori-Maeda-Yoshioka
1991 [26]), and of existence of strongly invariant deformations under Lie groups preserving
a torsion-free connection on M (Fedosov 1996 [16, p.180]).
On the other hand star products have the {at rst sight rather unpleasant{ feature of
lacking convergence uniform in the formal parameter which is due to the fact that they
depend on the innite jets of the two functions which in turn can be made as divergent as
possible by Borel’s Theorem (see e.g. [33]; see also the article by Rubio 1984 [29] for the
commutativity of local associative products on C1(M)). Moreover, the deformed algebras
do not seem to have obvious representations in some complex separable Hilbert space which
is unsatisfactory from the physical point of view. In the past decade, however, several
people have attacked this problem: Cahen, Gutt, and Rawnsley [10], [11] start from the
nite-dimensional operator algebras of geometric quantization in tensor powers of a very
ample regular prequantum line bundle over a compact Ka¨hler manifold and use coherent
states (see [6], [28]) to rst construct star products for the Berezin-Rawnsley symbols ([6],
[28]) for each tensor power separately. In a second step an asymptotic expansion of these star
products in the inverse tensor power is shown to dene a local star product on the manifold
where the formal parameter appears as a sort of interpolation of the inverse tensor powers.
For compact Hermitean symmetric spaces they showed that the subspace of representative
functions has a convergent star product. See also [7], [8] for an elementary algebraic approach
in the particular case of complex projective space. Pflaum has studied star products and their
convergence on suitable subspaces on cotangent bundles in his thesis [27]. Moreover, Fedosov
has shown that the deformed algebra allows a so-called asymptotic operator representation
in a complex Hilbert space if and only if certain integrality properties of a formal index are
satised which he denes as a formal analogue of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem and which
is an invariant of the underlying symplectic manifold (see e. g. Fedosov’s book [16] for a
detailed exposition).
The approach of this paper is motivated by the following consideration: in the theory of
complex C-algebras which form one of the main mathematical pillars of algebraic quantum
eld theory (see Haag’s book [20] for details) the representing complex Hilbert spaces for a
given complex C-algebra A are constructed by means of the so-called GNS representation
(named after the mathematicians Gel’fand, Naimark, and Segal, see [5]): roughly speaking,
any positive complex-valued linear functional on A (i.e. which maps positive elements of A
to nonnegative real numbers) gives rise to a left ideal I of A (the Gel’fand ideal), and A
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is canonically represented on the quotient space A modulo I. Due to the positivity of the
initial functional this quotient is equipped with a positive denite sesqulilinear form and
thus becomes a complex pre-Hilbert space whose completion yields the desired representa-
tion of the algebra. The initial functional can be regarded as a vacuum expectation value
(functional) or a state on A if A has a unit element.
A natural question which has been brought to our attention by K. Fredenhagen is the follow-
ing: can the GNS construction be extended to the associative algebras occurring in deforma-
tion quantization? At rst sight, this seems almost impossible: rstly, for any complex-valued
linear functional on C1(M)[[]] one would at once have an obvious convergence problem.
Secondly, although the deformed algebra does have an antilinear involution it does not seem
to share the remaining dening analytic properties of a complex C-algebra such as the ex-
istence of a C-norm or any obvious uniform structure in which it is complete.
This picture, however, will change drastically {as we should like to show in the sequel{
when the linear functionals take their values not only in the eld of complex numbers but
can have values in (some suitable eld extension of) the ring C[[]] and are not only linear
with respect to C, but C[[]]-linear which makes sense since C1(M)[[]] is a C[[]]-module
in a natural way. Thereby one stays in the formal category which avoids the convergence
problems. Moreover, in the subring R[[]] of formal power series with real coecients there
is an algebraic sense of ‘asymptotic positivity’: a power series in R[[]] is dened to be
positive (resp. negative) if and only if among its nonvanishing coecients the one with low-
est order is a positive (resp. negative) real number. This denes a ring ordering (which is
preserved under sums and products). This structure allows us to speak of a positive linear
functional ! on the deformed algebra if and only if !(f  f) is nonnegative in R[[]] for all
f 2 C1(M)[[]]. For technical reasons it will be advantageous to replace the ring R[[]] by
its quotient eld R(()) of formal Laurent series (with nite principal part) and likewise for
C[[]] and C1(M)[[]].
By this simple replacement of the complex numbers by (eld extensions of) formal power
series we get the following principal results:
 With the above notion of positive linear functionals with values in (a eld extension
of) C(()) we can imitate the algebraic part of the classical GNS construction for the
algebras in deformation quantization and arrive at a representation of these algebras
in a pre-Hilbert space over (a suitable eld extension) of C(()) (section 3).
 The above ‘asymptotic ordering’ of the eld denes a metric topology on the eld
which can be used to dene a norm on the above pre-Hilbert space with values in (a
suitable extension of) R(()). This norm serves to dene a Cauchy completion of the
pre-Hilbert space (section 3).
 Apart from this algebraic construction this ‘formal’ GNS construction gives rise to the
geometric interpretation of these positive linear functionals as a deformation (quanti-
zation) of classical positive linear functionals: these classical ‘states’ in classical me-
chanics are often given by certain measures (e.g. the Boltzmann distribution) having
support on certain submanifolds of M . In this paper we shall deal with the simplest
examples: a) Dirac measures (whose support is one point in M) for which we shall show
in the case of the standard Wick star product in Cn that the above formal GNS con-
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struction gives rise to the formal Wick quantization with the correct formal Bargmann
Hilbert space (section 5), and b) the integral over conguration space Rn in R2n for
the standard star product of Weyl type which will give rise to the usual symmetriza-
tion rule and the correct formal L2-space of (certain) square-integrable functions of
Schro¨dinger quantization on conguration space (section 7).
 Moreover, we show that for the Fedosov star product of Wick type on an arbitrary
Ka¨hler manifold (see [9] for details) the Dirac delta functionals are positive function-
als on the deformed algebra which allows a representation of Bargmann type. The
geometry of the Ka¨hler manifold enters this representation by mapping the function
f 2 C1(M)(()) on its Fedosov-Taylor series at the support of the delta functional
(section 6).
 Finally, in all the above examples we could also nd a solution to the problem of
convergence of formal powers series: either by using a given formal Hilbert base (in
the Ka¨hler examples) or a set of suitable formal linear functionals (in the case of
the formal Schro¨dinger representation) we dene a complex Hilbert space out of the
formal GNS Hilbert space for the value  = ~ in the following way: we rst single
out the subset H(~) of all those elements  of the formal Hilbert space which satisfy
an innite number of suitable convergence conditions for all those formal series with
complex coecients which arise when all the scalar products of  with the elements of
the Hilbert base or the values of all the given linear functionals on  are considered.
This turns out to be a complex vector space and the quotient spaceH(~) := H(~)=N(~)
becomes a complex Hilbert space where N(~) is the subspace of those elements of H(~)
for which all the above series vanish when  is replaced by the real number ~. A certain
complex subspace of the formal algebra will respect this construction and can thus be
represented on (a subspace of) H(~).
These examples seem to support the point of view that the convergence problem in
deformation quantization should be treated only after a formal GNS representation
has been chosen (by the choice of a suitable positive linear functional), i.e. one should
\stay in the formal category as long as possible".
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 recalls the necessary notation and denitions
in deformation quantization, introduces the use of the eld of formal Laurent series and gives
some rst elementary examples and counterexamples of formal positive functionals. The
main flaw of the eld of formal Laurent series is the fact that it is not algebraically closed.
Section 3 is rather technical: here we rst describe the properties of general ordered elds
we shall need such as their algebraic extensions and closures, their topology and absolute
values. We then dene Hilbert spaces over (certain) ordered elds and nally describe the
GNS construction of associative algebras with a -involution over certain algebraic extensions
of these elds. The ideas of the proofs of many of these results can be found in algebra text
books, or in the literature on p-adic functional analysis (see e.g. [25]), or in the works on
(nonclassical) Hilbert spaces (see e.g. [19], [24], [18]). In section 4 we apply the results of
section 3 to the concrete elds we need for the GNS construction in deformation quantization,
i.e. the algebraic closure of the Laurent eld, the so-called eld of Newton-Puiseux series, and
its Cauchy completion. The GNS construction is applied to the formal algebra C1(M)hhii
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of completed Newton-Puiseux series with coecients in C1(M) which contains the original
deformed algebra C1(M)[[]] as a subring. Moreover, we prove that a formal solution to the
time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation exists as a well-dened curve of vectors in the formal
GNS Hilbert space in case the classical Hamiltonian does not contain any negative powers
of  and is contained in the Gel’fand ideal of the considered positive linear functional !.
Section 5 contains the above-mentioned example of a GNS construction by means of the
delta functional with support at the origin for the Wick star product in Cn. In addition
we obtain the correct spectrum of the harmonic oscillator by an entirely formal deduction.
Section 6 generalizes this to the delta functional of an arbitrary point of an arbitrary Ka¨hler
manifold equiped with the Fedosov star product of Wick type. In section 7 the above-
mentioned example of the formal Schro¨dinger representation in Rn is dealt with. Section 8
is an outlook on some open problems related to this approach.
2 Motivation and basic concepts
In this section we shall give a rst heuristic motivation how one can dene positive linear
functionals for a star product algebra without leaving the formal description. First we have
to introduce some notation: Let M be a 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold. The observable
algebra in deformation quantization is given by the formal power series C1(M)[[]] in the
formal parameter  with coecients in the smooth complex-valued functions C1(M). Then
the addition in C1(M)[[]] is the pointwise addition order by order in  of the functions and
the multiplication is a star product for M . A star product of two functions f; g 2 C1(M)
is a formal power series




with bilinear operators Mr : C
1(M)  C1(M) ! C1(M) such that  extends to a C[[]]-
bilinear associative product for C1(M)[[]] with the following properties: The lowest order
is the pointwise multiplication, i.e. M0(f; g) = fg, and the rst order commutator is given
by i times the Poisson bracket, i. e. M1(f; g)−M1(g; f) = iff; gg. The constant function
1 is the unit element with respect to , i.e. f 1 = 1  f = f . We assume for simplicity that
all the operators Mr are not only local but bidierential operators. We demand in addition
that the complex conjugation of elements in C1(M)[[]] (where  := ) is an antilinear
algebra involution:
f  g = g  f
Then C1(M)[[]] together with a star product is not only a -algebra over the eld C but
also a C[[]]-module.
It is now an easy step to pass form the ring of formal power series to the corresponding
quotient eld which turns out to be the eld of formal Laurent series. The eld of formal










Then R(()) has the structure of a eld if we dene the addition order by order in  and the

















Then one easily shows that R(()) and C(()) are elds and with  :=  we have the following
natural inclusions: R  R[[]]  R(()), C  C[[]]  C(()) and R(())  C(()). Moreover
R(()) is the quotient eld of the ring R[[]] and now  has an inverse, namely −1.
Remark: From the physical point of view it will be necessary to consider negative powers
of Planck’s constant anyway since ~ will appear in the denominator in important situations
as for example in the energy eigenvalues of the hydrogen atom.
More generally, if V is a K-vector space (K = R;C) then we dene the corresponding






 vr 2 V;N 2 Z
)
(3)
and notice that V (()) is a K(())-vector space in the obvious way. Moreover the eld R(())
is known to be an ordered eld with an unique ordering (e. g. [31, p. 73]):
Lemma 2.1 R(()) is an ordered eld with an unique non-archimedian ordering relation
such that  > 0. The positive elements are given by
1X
r=−N
rar > 0 () a−N > 0: (4)
A symbolic picture of this non-archimedian ordering is given by
   < −1R− < R− < R− <    < 0 <    < R+ < R+ < −1R+ <    :
Apart from this ordering relation the elds R(()) and C(()) allow an absolute value ’ :
C(())! R dened for a 2 C(()) by
’(a) := 2−o(a)
where o(a) 2 Z is the order of the lowest non-vanishing term in the formal Laurent series a.
Both structures, the order and the absolute value, can be used to dene topologies on the
eld R(()) (see section 3 for denitions) which will turn out to be the same (see section 4).
An important observation will be that in R(()) every Cauchy sequence dened with respect
to the order converges in R(()).
Using the elds R(()) and C(()) instead of R and C we can generalize the C-algebra
of observables C1(M)[[]] in the obvious way to a C(())-algebra C1(M)(()) where we
extend the star product to a C(())-bilinear product of C1(M)(()). Now we can consider
C(())-linear functionals ! : C1(M)(()) ! C(()) and dene positive linear functionals
using the complex conjugation as antilinear algebra involution and the ordering of the R(())
completely analogously to the case of C-algebras over C [5]:
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Denition 2.2 A C(())-linear functional ! : C1(M)(())! C(()) is called positive i
!(f  f)  0 8f 2 C1(M)(())
and a state i ! is positive and !(1) = 1.
We will now give simple examples for positive linear functionals. Using the locality of the
star product we can prove the following lemma:




f%Ω (Ω symplectic volume form)
is a positive linear functional of C1(M)(()) with respect to any star product and !%(f f) =
0 () f%  0.
A counterexample is given by the delta-functionals in R2 and the Weyl-Moyal star product




((q − q0)2 + (p− p0)2) 
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(q − q0)







in spite of the fact that the delta functional is a positive functional with respect to the
pointwise product and hence a classical state.
Now it is possible to construct a representation of the C(())-algebra C1(M)(()) using
a given positive linear functional in the same way as the usual GNS representation of a C-
algebra is constructed. But this will be done in a more general context in the next section
and then it will turn out that there is even a better choice than the formal Laurent series
since the eld R(()) is not real closed and C(()) is not algebraically closed since for example
the positive element  is no square.
3 Ordered elds and general GNS construction
In this rather technical section we shall present some general properties of ordered elds and
vector spaces and algebras over such elds. All statements can in principal be proved in
a fashion very similar to the case of real or complex numbers, and for the proofs only the
ordering axioms will be used. In order to make this exposition not too long we shall omit
most of the proofs. As general references we have used the textbooks by Jacobson [21] (in
particular Chapter 5) and [22] (Chapters 9, 11), by Ruiz [31], Kelley [23], Rudin [30], Yosida
[34], Bratteli-Robinson [5], and Haag [20].
Denition 3.1 ([21, Def. 5.1]) An ordered eld (R; P ) is eld R with a subset P of posi-
tive elements of R such that 0 62 P and if a 2 R then either a = 0, a 2 P or −a 2 P and
if a; b 2 P then a + b 2 P and ab 2 P . Then an ordering relation is dened by a < b i
b− a 2 P .
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The symbols >,  and  will be used as in the case R = R. The elements with a < 0 will
be called negative. The set of positive elements will also be denoted by R+ and the negative
elements by R−. Clearly, every square a2 is positive or 0 and hence −1 < 0 < 1. Since
n1 = 1 +    + 1 is a sum of positive numbers for all n 2 N we have n1 > 0 and hence R
has characteristic zero. We dene jaj := a if a  0 and jaj := −a if a < 0. Then j  j clearly
satises
jaj  0 and jaj = 0() a = 0
jabj = jajjbjjaj − jbj  ja+ bj  jaj+ jbj: (5)
The ordering relation < is called archimedian i there is for any 0 < a and b 2 R a natural
number n 2 N such that na > b. Otherwise the ordering will be called non-archimedian.
Now we x once and for all the quadratic eld extension C := R(i)(= R  iR) of an
ordered eld R where i2 := −1. In C we dene complex conjugation as usual by a + ib 2
C 7! a+ ib := a − ib where a; b 2 R. Then the complex conjugation is an involutive eld
automorphism. The elements of the subeld R of C will be called real and are characterised
as usual by a 2 R  C () a = a. Clearly aa 2 R, aa  0 and aa = 0 () a = 0 for any
a 2 C and we dene jaj2 := aa.
Now we transfer denitions and some simple algebraic results from the theory of complex
vector spaces with Hermitian products to the general case of a vector space over an arbitrary
ordered eld R and its quadratic eld extension C.
Denition 3.2 Let C = R(i) be the quadratic eld extension of an ordered eld R and HC
a C-vector space. A map h ; i : HC  HC ! C is called a Hermitian product i for all
;  ;  2 HC and for all a; b 2 C
i.) h ; i is antilinear in the rst argument, i.e. ha+ b ; i = a h ; i+ b h ; i
ii.) h ;  i = h ; i
iii.) h ; i  0 and h ; i = 0 ()  = 0 .
A C-vector space with a Hermitian product h ; i is called a pre-Hilbert space. A linear
map U : HC ! KC from one pre-Hilbert space over C to another is called an isometry i
hU ; U i = h ;  i for all ;  2 HC and unitary i U is a bijective isometry.
For a pre-Hilbert space we have the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for the Hermitian product
which is a simple imitation of the standard arguments over the complex numbers (cf e.g.
[30, p. 77]):
Lemma 3.3 (Cauchy-Schwarz inequality) Let HC be a pre-Hilbert space with Hermitian
product h ; i and ;  2 HC. Then
h ;  i h ; i  h ; i h ;  i (6)
with equality if and only if  and  are linearly dependent.
Furthermore, for a linear operator from HC into HC we want to dene an adjoint operator.
In general it is rather complicated to see whether an adjoint operator exists or not. Without
further assumptions we can only state the following denition for everywhere dened linear
operators:
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Denition 3.4 (Adjoint operator) Let HC be a pre-Hilbert space and A : HC ! HC a
linear map. Then a linear map B : HC ! HC is called an adjoint operator to A i h ; A i =
hB ;  i for all ;  2 HC. In this case we write B = A.
Lemma 3.5 Let HC be a pre-Hilbert space and A;B : HC ! HC linear operators. If A
exists then it is unique and if A and B exist then (aA + bB), (A) and (AB) exist for
a; b 2 C and (aA+ bB) = aA + bB, (A) = A and (AB) = BA.
Let A be an associative and not necessarily commutative algebra over the quadratic eld
extension C = R(i) of an ordered eld R. We shall only consider algebras with an antilinear
involution  compatible with the complex conjugation in C. This means that there is a map
 : A ! A such that for all A;B 2 A and a 2 C
(A+B) = A +B (aA) = aA
(AB) = BA (A) = A:
(7)
If the algebra A has a unit element 1 then necessarily 1 = 1. By means of the algebra invo-
lution  and the ordering relation in R we can dene positive linear functionals analogously
to the case of C-algebras over the complex numbers C [5, 20]:
Denition 3.6 Let A be a C-algebra with involution  and ! : A ! C a linear functional
where C = R(i) and R is an ordered eld. Then ! is called positive i for all A 2 A
!(AA)  0:
If in addition A has a unit element 1 then ! is called a state i ! is positive and !(1) = 1.
For a positive linear functional we can prove the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:
Lemma 3.7 (Cauchy-Schwarz inequality) Let A be a C-algebra with involution  and
! : A ! C a positive linear functional. Then we have for all A;B 2 A:
!(AB) = !(BA) (8)
!(AB)!(AB)  !(AA)!(BB) (9)
Moreover !(1) = 0 implies !  0 and !(A) = !(A) and if !(AA) = 0 then !(AB) = 0
for all B 2 A.
For an algebra A with involution  over the quadratic eld extension C of an ordered
eld R we are able to transfer the well-known GNS construction of representations for C-
algebras: We construct a representation of A in a pre-Hilbert space over C. Firstly, we shall
only deal with the algebraic properties of this construction and examine analytic properties
later. We are mainly using the notation of [5]. Let ! : A ! C be a positive linear functional.
Then we consider the following subspace of A:
J! := fA 2 A j !(A
A) = 0g (10)
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This subspace J! is called the Gel’fand ideal of ! and by means of lemma 3.7 it is easily
proved that J! is indeed a left ideal of A. In the next step one considers the quotient vector
space
H! := A=J! (11)
where the equivalence classes in H! are denoted by
 A := fA
0 2 A j A0 = A+ I; I 2 J!g: (12)
On the quotient space H! we can dene a Hermitian product by
h A ;  Bi := !(A
B) (13)
which is well-dened since J! is a left ideal. Furthermore this denition leads indeed to a
non-degenerate Hermitian product for H! which will make H! a pre-Hilbert space over C. In
a third step one denes a representation ! of A on H! by
!(A) B :=  AB: (14)
To prove that this is well-dened we need once more the fact that J! is a left ideal. Then
we notice that ! is a
-representation: !(AB) = !(A)!(B), ! is linear and !(A
) =
!(A)
. In this case it is checked directly that !(A
) is the adjoint operator of !(A) in the
sense of denition 3.4. If A has an unit element 1 and ! is a state then the representation
! is cyclic with the cyclic (vacuum) vector  1 since every vector  A 2 HC can be written
as  A = !(A) 1 and we have
!(A) = h 1 ; !(A) 1i : (15)
In this case we show analogously to the case of C-algebras that the representation ! is
unique up to unitary equivalence: If H0; 0;  0 is another cyclic -representation with cyclic
unit vector  0 such that !(A) = h 0 ; 0(A) 0i for all A 2 A then we have an unitary map
U : H! ! H0 such that U−10(A)U = (A) and U 1 =  0. We shall resume this in the
following theorem:
Theorem 3.8 (General GNS construction) Let A be a C-algebra with involution  where
C = R(i) is the quadratic eld extension of an ordered eld R. For any positive linear func-
tional there exists a -representation ! on a pre-Hilbert space H! as constructed above which
is called the GNS representation. If A in addition has an unit element 1 and ! is a state then
this representation is cyclic and we have !(A) = h 1 ; !(A) 1i and this property denes
this representation up to unitary equivalence.
The following obvious generalization will be very useful if the positive linear functional is
only dened on a proper ideal of A, a situation which will occur in section 7.
Corollary 3.9 Let A be a C-algebra with involution  and B  A a twosided ideal of A
with B = B. Let ! : B ! C be a positive linear functional and denote by ! the GNS
representation of B in H! = B=J! where J!  B is the Gel’fand ideal of !. If J! is a left
ideal of A then ! could be extended canonically to a representation of A on H!.
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Now we shall concentrate on some ‘analytic’ properties of ordered elds. Hence we shall
examine some standard denitions of topology and calculus and transfer them from the case
of real numbers R to the more general case of an arbitrary ordered eld R. Again all the
statements can be proved analogously using only the ordering axioms.
First of all we dene -balls around any point in R by means of the ordering relation
and notice that the ordering induces a topology and a uniform structure for R similar to the
topology and the uniform structure of a metric space [23, Chap. 6].
Denition 3.10 Let R be an ordered eld. For any x 2 R and any 0 <  2 R we dene the




 jx− yj < } : (16)
The set of all -balls is denoted by B := fB(x)  R j 0 <  2 R; x 2 Rg. Furthermore we
dene for 0 <  2 R
U :=

(x; y) 2 R R
 jx− yj < }  R R (17)
and U 0 := fU  R R j 0 <  2 Rg.
Proposition 3.11 The set of -balls B is a base of a topology T for the eld R such that
R becomes a normal space. The set U 0 is a base for an uniform structure U for R which
induces the same topology T than B. Addition and multiplication are uniformly continuous
maps from R R! R.
We shall call this topology and the uniform structure induced by the ordering relation the
standard topology and the standard uniform structure of the ordered eld R. Using this
topology we can dene continuous functions f : R! R as usual.
Remark: We notice that in the topology induced by the ordering relation the intervals
may neither be connected nor compact in general. As an example we consider the eld of
formal Laurent series R(()) over the real numbers and the open balls Bn(r) with r 2 R and
n 2 N. Then for a < b the closed interval [a; b] := fxja  x  bg  R(()) in the Laurent






but Bn(r) \Bn0(r0) = ; if r 6= r0. Hence [a; b]  R(()) is neither compact nor connected.
Another important concept is the supremum and inmum of a bounded subset in an
ordered eld. We dene them as usual: A subset U  R is called bounded i there is a
C 2 R such that jxj  C for all x 2 U . Then C is called a bound for U . Analogously
we dene upper and lower bounds. C is called the supremum (inmum) of U i C is the
smallest upper bound (largest lower bound), i.e. for all 0 <  2 R there exists x 2 U such
that x > C −  (x < C + ). In an archimedian ordered eld the existence of a supremum or
inmum of a bounded set can be proved i the eld is Cauchy complete. On the other hand,
in a non-archimedian ordered eld neither the supremum nor the inmum of a bounded set
exist in general [32, p. 245].
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Denition 3.12 (Convergence, Cauchy sequences, completeness) Let R be an ordered
eld and (an)n2N a sequence in R. Then (an) is called convergent to a 2 R i
8 0 <  2 R 9N 2 N such that 8n > N : jan − aj < :
A sequence (an) is called a Cauchy sequence i
8 0 <  2 R 9N 2 N such that 8m;n > N : jam − anj < :
An ordered eld is called Cauchy complete i every Cauchy sequence converges in R.
It is a well-known result that for any ordered eld R there exists an unique ordered eld bR
such that R is a dense subeld of bR, the orderings are compatible and bR is Cauchy complete
[32, p. 238].
For certain approximation statements we shall need to know whether the topology or the
uniform structure is rst countable or not (a topology for a set is called rst countable i any
point has a countable base of neighbourhoods [23, p. 50]). In our case the existence of such a
countable base of neigbourhoods is equivalent to the existence of non-trivial zero-sequences:
Proposition 3.13 Let R be an ordered eld. Then the following properties are equivalent:
i.) There is a sequence (n)n2N such that n > 0 for all n 2 N and n ! 0.
ii.) The standard uniform structure U has a countable base.
iii.) The standard topology T is rst countable.
iv.) The standard uniform structure U and the standard topology T can be induced by a
metric.
Proof: The implications i:) ) ii:) ) iii:) are obvious and iii:) ) i:) is proved by
constructing the zero sequence using a given countable neighbourhood base. The fourth
part is equivalent to the second one for general reasons since T is Hausdor according to
proposition 3.11 (cf. e.g. [23, p. 186]). 
Although the supremum of a bounded subset does not exist in general we can easily
prove the existence of a sequence in a bounded subset with supremum which converges to
the supremum if the eld is rst countable:
Lemma 3.14 Let R be an ordered eld such that the standard topology is rst countable. If
for A  R the supremum supA exists then there is a sequence (an) with elements in A such
that an ! supA.
In the theory of elds another possibility to dene a metric topology is an absolute value:
Denition 3.15 (Absolute value [21, p. 558]) Let R be a eld. An absolute value ’ is
a map ’ : R! R+ [ f0g such that for all a; b 2 R
i.) ’(a) = 0() a = 0
ii.) ’(ab) = ’(a)’(b)
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iii.) ’(a+ b)  ’(a) + ’(b) .
An absolute value ’ is called non-archimedian i ’(a+b)  max(’(a); ’(b)) and archimedian
if this is not the case. An absolute value is called trivial i ’(0) = 0 and ’(a) = 1 for all
0 6= a 2 R.
With help of an absolute value one can dene a metric on R for a; b 2 R by
d’(a; b) := ’(a− b): (18)
Recall that if the absolute value is non-archimedian then the metric d’ is an ultrametric,
i.e. d’(a; b)  max(d’(a; c); d’(c; b)) [25, p. 6]. If ’ : R! R is an absolute value we denote
by T’ and U’ the topology and the uniform structure induced by the corresponding metric
d’. The open metric balls around x 2 R with radius 0 <  2 R are denoted by B’ (x) and
analogously we dene U’ := f(x; y) 2 R R j d’(x; y) < g for 0 <  2 R. Then the metric
balls B’ (x) and the U
’
 form a base for the topology T’ and the uniform structure U’.
In the case of an ordered eld R we ask now for an absolute value ’ such that ’ : R! R
is not only continuous with respect to T but such that T’ = T and U’ = U . If this is the
case we call the absolute value compatible with the ordering of R.
Lemma 3.16 Let R be an ordered eld and ’ : R ! R an absolute value. Then T =
T’ () U = U’.
Proof: The inverse implication being trivial assume that T = T’. Then for all 0 <  2 R
there exists 0 <  2 R such that B(0)  B’ (0). This implies U  U
’
 and vice versa. 
If there is such a compatible absolute value then the topology T = T’ of R is rst count-
able since it is induced by a metric and hence we can apply proposition 3.13. Furthermore ’
is continuous which implies that ’ is non-trivial. This implies that there are elements  2 R
such that 0 < ’() < 1 and hence ’()n ! 0. Thus n ! 0 in the eld R since the topologies
T’ and T are the same. Hence we have proved the following lemma:
Lemma 3.17 Let R be an ordered eld and ’ : R ! R a compatible absolute value. Then
there exists 0 <  2 R such that n ! 0.
At last we shall consider ordered elds and their real closure. A eld R is called real
closed i it is ordered and any positive element has a square root in R and every polynomial
of odd degree with coecients in R has a root in R [21, p. 308]. Let R be an ordered eld.
An extension eld bR of R is called real closure of R i bR is real closed and algebraic over R
and the (unique) order of bR is an extension of the order in R [22, p. 655]. Such a real closure
exists for every orderd eld and is unique up to isomorphisms [22, p. 656]. Furthermore for
a real closed eld one can prove the ‘fundamental theorem of algebra’: If R is a real closed
eld then the quadratic eld extension C = R(i) with i2 := −1 is algebraically closed [21, p.
309].





a2 + b2: (19)
for z = a+ib 2 C where a; b 2 R using the square root. Then jzj 2 R and for the real elements
a 2 R this denition coincides with the previous denition since
p
a2 = jaj. Furthermore
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we have jzj = 0 () z = 0, jzwj = jzjjwj and jz + wj  jzj + jwj for z; w 2 C and
hence j  j induces a topology on C which is compatible with the standard topology of the
ordered eld R. Again we will call this topology for C the standard topology. Then the eld
R is Cauchy complete with respect to the standard topology i its quadratic extension C is
Cauchy complete with respect to the standard topology.
In the following we will give a generalization of the usual denition of a Hilbert space
over C which leads to the denition of a Hilbert space over C = R(i) where R is an ordered
eld which is Cauchy complete and real closed.
Let HC be a pre-Hilbert space over C = R(i) where R is a real closed eld. In this case
we can dene a R-norm for vectors in HC that takes values in R by
kk :=
p
h ; i (20)
for  2 HC. Then we clearly have for ;  2 HC and a 2 C:
kk  0 and kk = 0 ()  = 0
kak = jaj kk
k+  k  kk+ k k
k+  k2 + k−  k2 = 2 kk2 + 2 k k2
(21)
With this R-norm the pre-Hilbert space HC becomes a topological vector space where we
dene a base for the topology by the -balls with respect to kk. Note that HC is not a
normed vector space in the usual sense since kk takes values in R and not in R. An easy
consequence is the following lemma:
Lemma 3.18 Let HC be a pre-Hilbert space over C = R(i) where R is a real closed eld.
Then the Hermitian product h ; i : HC HC ! C is continuous with respect to kk.
By means of kk we can dene Cauchy sequences in HC and this leads to the denition of a
Hilbert space:
Denition 3.19 (Hilbert space) Let C = R(i) be the quadratic eld extension of a real
closed eld R and HC a pre-Hilbert space over C with R-norm kk. Then HC is called a Hilbert
space over C i every Cauchy sequence in HC converges in HC with respect to kk.
Lemma 3.20 Let f0g 6= HC be a Hilbert space over C = R(i) where R is a real closed eld.
Then C and R are Cauchy complete.
Due to this lemma we should always assume that C is not only algebraically closed but also
Cauchy complete if we want to consider Hilbert spaces over C. In a next step we want to
construct the completion of a pre-Hilbert space to a Hilbert space.
Proposition 3.21 Let HC be a pre-Hilbert space over C = R(i) where R is real closed and
Cauchy complete. Then up to unitary equivalence there is one Hilbert space cHC such that
there is an isometry i : HC ! cHC and i(HC) is dense in cHC.
Let HC and KC be Hilbert spaces over C and T : HC ! KC a linear map. Then clearly T is
continuous i it is continuous at some point 0 2 HC since T is linear.
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Lemma 3.22 Let HC and KC be Hilbert spaces over C = R(i) where R is a real closed and
Cauchy complete eld. For a linear map T : HC ! KC we have: T is continuous i there
exists C 2 R such that kTk  C kk for all  2 HC (T is bounded).
Remark: For continuous linear maps T between Hilbert spaces over C one usually denes an
operator norm by the supremum of kTk = kk where  6= 0 ranges over the Hilbert space.
But in the case of a non-archimedian ordered eld such a supremum does not exist in general
though T is bounded.
In the case that the standard topology of the eld R is rst countable we have the
following important property of C-Hilbert spaces:
Lemma 3.23 Let HC be a C-Hilbert space where C = R(i) and R is real closed, Cauchy
complete and rst countable. Let W be a subspace of HC. If W is dense in HC then for any
 2 HC there exists a sequence n 2W with n ! .
An important concept in the usual theory of Hilbert spaces are the Hilbert bases. This
leads to the following generalizations: Let HC be a C-Hilbert space where C = R(i) and
R is a real closed and Cauchy complete eld. Let I be an index set and let F be the set
of all nite subsets of I. Let fekgk2I be a set of vectors in HC then fekgk2I is called an
orthonormal system i hek ; ek0i = kk0 for all k; k0 2 I. In this case the set fekgk2I is clearly
linear independent in HC. This leads to the denition of a Hilbert base:
Denition 3.24 (Hilbert base) Let HC be a Hilbert space and let fekgk2I be an orthonor-
mal set where C = R(i) and R is real closed, Cauchy complete and rst countable. Then
fekgk2I is called a Hilbert base for HC i C-spanfekgk2I is dense in HC with respect to the
topology induced by kk.
The following theorem is proved in a completely analogous fashion to the usual proofs in
textbooks on functional analysis (see e.g. [34, p. 86])
Theorem 3.25 Let HC be a C-Hilbert space where C = R(i) and R is a real closed and
Cauchy complete eld. Let fekgk2I be an orthonormal set. Then we have Bessel’s inequalityX
k2F
jhek ; ij
2  h ; i 8 2 HC; 8F 2 F (22)






hek ; i ek
∥∥∥∥∥ (23)
for all k 2 C where the equality is only satised i k = hek ; i. Now let in addition R










hek ; i ek =:
1X
k=1
hek ; i ek (24)
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2 h ;  i =
1X
k=1
h ; eki hek ;  i (25)
Moreover if k 2 C then
P
k kek converges to a vector in HC i
P
k jkj
2 converges in R.
An orthonormal system fekgk2I is a Hilbert base for HC i Parseval’s equation holds for any
 2 HC.
As a (generic) example we will consider the ‘2-space of a eld C = R(i) where R is real closed,








2 converges in R
)
(26)
together with the ‘2-product




Proposition 3.26 Let C = R(i) be the quadratic eld extension of R where R is real closed,
Cauchy complete and rst countable. Then ‘2(C) is a C-Hilbert space and the vectors e^k :=
(0; : : : ; 0; 1; 0; : : :) (where 1 is the k-th entry) form a countable Hilbert base for ‘2(C).
Proposition 3.27 Let HC and KC be Hilbert spaces where C = R(i) and R is real closed,
Cauchy complete and rst countable. Let fekgk2I be a Hilbert base for HC.
i.) If U : HC ! KC is an unitary map then ffkgk2I with fk := Uek is a Hilbert base for
KC.
ii.) If ffkgk2I is a Hilbert base of KC then there exists an unique unitary map U : HC ! KC
such that Uek = fk.
For later use we nally mention the following corollary:
Corollary 3.28 Let HC be a pre-Hilbert space over C = R(i) where R is real closed, Cauchy
complete and rst countable and let fekgk2I be an orthonormal system such that C-spanfekgk2I
is dense in HC. Denote the completion of HC by cHC. Then fekgk2I is a Hilbert base of cHC
and cHC is unitary equivalent to ‘2(C), i.e. there is an unitary map U : cHC ! ‘2(C).
4 The GNS Construction in deformation quantization
Since the Laurent eld R(()) (denition (1)) is not real closed we are searching for a eld
extension of R(()) such that this extension will be real closed and Cauchy complete with
respect to the ordering relation since this is the important property we need if we want to
consider Hilbert spaces as in the last section.
First we dene the following systems of subsets of the rational numbers Q:
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Denition 4.1 S  Q is called NP-admissable i S has a smallest element and there
is a positive integer such that N  S  Z and S is called CNP-admissable i S has a
smallest element and S \ [i; j] is nite for any i; j 2 Q. Then we dene SCNP := fS 2
Q j S is CNP-admissableg and analogously SNP.




 f(q) 6= 0}.
Denition 4.2 Let V be a vector space over R (or C). Then we dene the formal Newton-
Puiseux series (NP series) with coecients in V by
V hhii :=

f : Q! V
 suppf 2 SNP} (28)
and the completed Newton-Puiseux series (CNP series) with coecients in V by
V hhii :=

f : Q! V
 suppf 2 SCNP} : (29)
Clearly V hhii and V hhii are both vector spaces over R (or C) and elements in V hhii and




qfq fq := f(q):
and since SNP  SCNP we notice that V  V (())  V hhii  V hhii. If f 2 V hhii then




N fr where M 2 Z and
N 2 N. If f 2 V hhii then the support is again either nite or can be written as a sequence





For f 2 V hhii we dene the order o(f) := min(suppf) for f 6= 0 and set o(0) := +1 and
we dene
’(f) := 2−o(f) for f 6= 0 ’(0) := 0 (30)
which leads to an ultra-metric d’(f; g) := ’(f − g) for the vector space V hhii.
Proposition 4.3 Let V be a vector space over R (or C). Then V hhii is a complete metric
space with respect to the metric d’ and V hhii is dense in V hhii.
Proof: Let (f (n))n2N be a Cauchy sequence in V hhii with respect to the metric d’. Then
there are natural numbers N0  N1  N2     2 N such that d’(f (n); f (m)) < 2−k for all
n;m  Nk. Then we dene fq := f
(N0)
q for −1 < q  0 and fq := f
(Nk)
q for k − 1 < q  k
where k 2 N. Then f =
P
q 
qfq is a well-dened series in V hhii since suppf has a smallest
element and in any intervall of the form [i; i + 1] with i 2 Z are only nitely many fq 6= 0
for q 2 [i; i+ 1] and hence suppf 2 SCNP. Since the f (n) coincide with f up to a suciently
increasing order thanks to the Cauchy condition it follows that f (n) ! f which implies that
the metric space V hhii is complete. Now let f =
P
q 
qfq be an arbitrary element in V hhii.
Then every element of the sequence f (m) :=
P
qm 
qfq where m 2 N has nite support and
hence f (m) 2 V hhii. Moreover clearly f (m) ! f which proves the proposition. 
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Corollary 4.4 Let V be a vector space over R (or C) and f =
P
q 




qfq converges to f .
We will now concentrate on the vector space Rhhii and Rhhii (and analogously for
Chhii and Chhii) itself. Analogously to the case of formal Laurent series we dene a
















where suppab = suppa+ suppb := fp+ q j p 2 suppa; q 2 suppbg. Then suppab 2 SCNP and
in any order t 2 suppab the sum p+ q = t for p 2 suppa and q 2 suppb is nite. Hence ab is
again a well-dened CNP series. A proof in a more general context could be found in [25, p.
81]. Moreover the product is clearly associative and commutative and we can nd for any
0 6= a 2 Rhhii an inverse a−1 2 Rhhii and hence Rhhii becomes a eld. Furthermore one
can show that Rhhii is a subeld of Rhhii. A similar result holds for Chhii.
If V is a vector space over K (K = R or C) then V hhii is a vector space over Khhii and
V hhii is a vector space over Khhii. We call these vector spaces the canonical extensions of
V to vector spaces over the NP series and the CNP series with real (or complex) coecients.
Let V  be the (algebraic) dual vector space of V then any K-linear functional ! 2 V  has
an obvious canonical Khhii-linear extension to a functional of V hhii by applying ! order by
order. This extension will always be understood. A particular subspace of all Khhii-linear




q!q where !q 2 V  and supp! 2 SCNP. Note that V hhii is in general a
proper subspace of all Khhii-linear functionals of V hhii, i.e. V hhii ( (V hhii) i V is
innite-dimensional.
The eld of CNP series Rhhii (or Chhii) has a canonical non-archimedian absolute value,
namely ’ and Rhhii has an unique order which turns out to be compatible with the absolute
value:
Proposition 4.5 The map ’ dened as in (30) is a non-archimedian and non-trivial ab-
solute value for the elds Rhhii resp. Chhii. The eld Rhhii is an ordered eld and this
unique order is compatible with the absolute value ’ and hence T = T’ and U = U’. The
positive elements are given by a > 0 i aq0 > 0 where q0 = min(suppa).
Theorem 4.6 i.) Chhii = Rhhii(i)(= Rhhii  iRhhii) is algebraically closed and
Rhhii is real closed.
ii.) Chhii = Rhhii(i)(= Rhhii  iRhhii) is algebraically closed and Rhhii is real closed
and both are Cauchy complete with respect to the ordering relation of Rhhii.
Proof: The rst part is the Newton-Puiseux theorem ([31, p. 61] or [22, p. 595] for a more
general case). To prove the second part we notice that Chhii is the completion of Chhii
with respect to the metric d’ induced by the absolute value ’ according to proposition 4.3.
Hence Ku¨rschak’s theorem ensures that Chhii is again algebraically closed, see [22, p. 584].
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Furthermore, since Chhii = Rhhii  iRhhii it follows e.g. from the theorem of Artin and
Schreier [22, p. 674] that Rhhii is real closed. 
This theorem ensures that the elds Rhhii and Chhii have indeed the algebraic and
analytic properties needed for the GNS construction in deformation quantization and the
denition of Hilbert spaces over Chhii. Note that the NP series would not suce since
they are not Cauchy complete. Using the eld Chhii we consider the Chhii-vector space
C1(M)hhii and extend the star product to a Chhii-bilinear product on C1(M)hhii. Hence
the observable algebra in deformation quantization becomes a Chhii-algebra. To dene
states and GNS representations we need positive linear functionals of this algebra and rst
we notice that the results of section 2 not only hold for the eld of formal Laurent series but
also for the CNP case.





1(M)hhii ! C and supp! 2 SCNP as mentioned above then we can show that for
a state no negative powers in the formal parameter could occur using the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality for the state:
Lemma 4.7 Let ! : C1(M)hhii ! Chhii be a positive linear functional of the form ! =P1
q2supp! 
q!q such that !(1) = 1. Then q0 := min(supp!) = 0 and !0 is a classical state,
i.e. !0(ff)  0 for f 2 C1(M).
Proof: Let f 2 C1(M)hhii be a function such that !q0(f) 6= 0 where we can assume that
f 2 C1(M). Then o(!(f)!(f)) = 2q0 and o(f  f))  q0 which is in contradiction to the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality !(f)!(f)  !(f f) if q0 < 0 where we used !(1) = 1. Moreover
this implies !q0(ff)  0 since f  f = ff + : : :. 
This lemma has the following physical interpretation: Not only the classical observable
algebra C1(M) is deformed but also the classical states are deformed to obtain the states
for the deformed algebra. Hence the restriction to these particular linear functionals in
(C1(M))hhii ts well into the general concept of deformation. An interesting open prob-
lem seems to be the question whether (C1(M))hhii can be specied by some continuity
properties.
This scheme opens up a lot of possibilities to study candidates for positive linear func-
tionals from a purely geometrical point of view: one can always start with a classical measure
!0 having support in an interesting submanifold of the classical phase space. The simplest
possibility consists in studying single points, that is the evaluation or Dirac delta functionals,
which we shall do in the next two sections. One might also think about larger submanifolds
such as certain energy surfaces of suitable classical Hamiltonian functions, or Lagrangean
submanifolds. However, as we had already seen in section 2 the positivity of these func-
tionals for the deformed algebra is in general no longer true, and higher order terms in the
deformation parameter have to be added.
One might also think about a deformed version of statistical mechanics where !0 is a
classical statistical measure such as e.g. the Boltzmann measure exp(−H0) for a Hamil-
tonian function H0 on the phase space such that the Liouville integral over this Boltzmann
function converges. In a context where convergence in  in a distributional sense is (at least
partially) assumed one can nd some of these ideas already in [1, 2] where among other
things KMS conditions are studied.
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At last we want to discuss the time development in the observable algebra and in a repre-
sentation generated by some Hamiltonian. Let H0 2 C1(M) be a classical real Hamiltonian
and let h 2 C1(M)hhii be a real CNP series with o(h) > 0 and dene H := H0 + h. Then









(ft H −H  ft) (32)
where t 7! ft 2 C1(M)hhii is the trajectory through f0 2 C1(M)hhii and t 2 R. We ask
now for solutions of (32) for a given initial condition f0. Let XH0 be the Hamiltonian vector
eld of H0 and assume for simplicity that XH0 is complete. In this case the flow t : M !M
of XH0 is a one-parameter group of symplectic dieomorphisms of M.
Proposition 4.8 With the above notations we have: The Heisenberg equation of motion has
an unique solution ft dened for all t 2 R for any given initial condition f0 2 C1(M)hhii
and ft is given by
ft = 

t  T exp
Z t
0
−  bH  d f0 (33)
where T exp means the time ordered exponential and bH(g) := 1
i
[g;H] − fg;H0g satises
o( bH(g)) > o(g) for all g 2 C1(M)hhii.
Remarks: Fedosov has proved a similar result in [16, Sec. 5.4.]. In the case where XH0 is
not complete one can prove the existence and uniqueness of solutions of (32) for example for
initial conditions f0 with compact support and suciently small times. We will denote the





where ad(H)f := [H; f ].
The time development of the states is given by a Schro¨dinger equation but to formulate
this equation we have to specify a representation of the observable algebra. We consider
a positive linear functional ! of C1(M)hhii and the related GNS representation ! on
H! := C




 (t) = !(H) (t) (34)
where  (t) 2 H!. Specifying an initial condition  (0) one can rewrite the Schro¨dinger
equation into an integral equation






but now iterating this equation will generate in general arbitrarily high negative powers of
 and hence it will not converge in the formal sense! A rather simple example is provided
by any real multiple of the constant function 1.
But under certain conditions the well-dened time development of the observables can
be used to nd solutions of (34):
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Theorem 4.9 Let ! : C1(M)hhii ! Chhii be a positive linear functional and H =
H0 + h 2 C1(M)hhii as above. If H is contained in the Gel’fand ideal J! of ! then
the Schro¨dinger equation (34) has an unique solution for t 2 R and any initial condition
 (0) 2 H!. Moreover if f 2 C1(M)hhii and ft is the solution of (32) with initial condition
f then
 (t) :=  f−t =  exp(− it

ad(H))f
is the unique solution with initial condition  (0) =  f .






f−t mod J! = −
1
i





Remarks: With the GNS representation we can dene a time development of the states
in a purely formal way without considering any convergence properties for  = ~. There are
other methods to dene a time development as for example the star exponential [4] which is
the starting point for a spectral analysis. In this approach the time development operator
is viewed as a certain distribution if one substitutes the formal parameter  by ~ 2 R.
If ! is a state then the condition H 2 J! implies that the vacuum vector  1 is invariant
under the time development and hence ! could be called an invariant state under H. The
search for invariant states under certain group actions is a well-studied problem in algebraic
quantum eld theory [20]. In our approach it raises the question whether there is a positive
linear functional such that the left ideal generated by some Hamiltonian is contained in the
Gel’fand ideal of that functional. This condition would determine a preferred choice of a
state if one wants to consider the quantum theory of a certain classical Hamiltonian.
5 Example I: The Wick product and -functionals in
Cn
We consider the Wick product (see for example [7]) in Cn which is dened for f; g 2
C1(Cn)hhii by






@zi1   @zir
@rg
@zi1   @zir
(35)
where z1; : : : ; zn are the canonical holomorphic coordinates in Cn and summation over re-
peated indices is always understood. Moreover we consider the evaluation functional (‘delta-
functional’) p at the point p 2 Cn
p[f ] := f(p) (36)
as a Chhii-linear functional p : C1(Cn)hhii ! Chhii. Then p turns out to be positive
with respect to the Wick product:
Lemma 5.1 Let p 2 Cn. Then p is a positive linear functional with respect to the Wick








This lemma is proved by observing that f  f evaluated at a point is just a series of non-
negative elements in Rhhii. Using Borel’s lemma [33] we easily nd the following isomor-
phism:




C[[y1; : : : ; yn]]

hhii (38)
and an isomorhism is given by the formal z-Taylor series at p






@zi1   @zir
(p)yi1    yir (39)
and the Hermitian product induced by p is given by






@zi1   @zir
(p)
@rg
@zi1    zir
(p): (40)
In the following we shall identify  f with the formal z-Taylor series and consider only p = 0
for simplicity. Then we can determine the GNS representation 0 induced by 0 by calculating
the formal z-Taylor series of f  g in order to obtain 0(f) g.







@zi1   @zir@zj1   @zjs







In particular we have for polynomials the Wick ordering (normal ordering):
0(z







Now we will consider the completion of H0 to a Chhii-Hilbert space.
Proposition 5.4 The completion cH0 of H0 is given by





i1    yir






ai1ir()ai1ir() converges in Chhii
)
: (43)





(y1)k1    (yn)kn 2 cH0 where jKj := k1 +   + knK! := k1!   kn! (44)
form a Hilbert base for cH0 and hence cH0 is isometric to ‘2(Chhii).
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Remark: An element in H0 has a lowest order in  according to equation (38) but the
coecients ai1ir() of an element in cH0 written as in (43) could have decreasing orders in
. Assigning to y1; : : : ; yn the total degree 1 and to  the total degree 2 the elements in cH0
could be understood as formal CNP series in this total degree.
As an example we want to consider the harmonic oszillator with classical Hamiltonian
H := 1
2
!jzj2 where ! 2 R+ is the oszillator frequency. First we notice that H is an element
of the Gel’fand ideal J0 and 0(H) = !yk@=@yk. Note that this operator is clearly dened
on all of cH0 as a bounded and hence continuous operator. We can ask for its spectrum in
the following sense:
spec(0(H)) := f 2 Chhii j (0(H)− 1) is bijective g
By an easy calculation we nd that the spectrum is purely discrete, namely the well-known
oszillator spectrum:
spec(0(H)) = f0; !; 2!; : : :g
Moreover we notice that the vectors eK are eigenvectors to the eigenvalue !jKj and hence
they are a Hilbert base of eigenvectors to the harmonic oszillator.
At last we want to discuss a way how one can get back convergence in  if we substitute
 by ~ 2 R. The main idea is that we ask for convergence in the representation and not in







~qra(K)qr := heK ; i















 2 cH0  heK ; i =~ = 0o : (47)






i1    yir 2 cH0. If  2 H(~) then we have:
i.) ai1:::ir() converges absolutely for  = ~.










iii.) H(~) is a C-vector space and N(~) is a C-subvector space of H(~). For ;  2 H(~)
the Hermitian product h ;  i converges absolutely in C for  = ~.





zi1    zir is an entire anti-holomorphic function on Cn.
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Part ii.) and iii.) will be proved in a more general context in theorem 6.3. Let  be given






i1   yir be another element in H(~).
Then we have the following theorem:
Theorem 5.6 The quotient C-vector space H(~) := H(~)=N(~) with the Hermitian product






is a Hilbert space over C which is isometric to the Hilbert space of anti-holomorphic functions
f : Cn ! C
H(~) =
(












with the Gaussian product







2~ f(z)g(z)dz1    dzndz1    dzn; (50)
and the canonical isometry is given by  7! F where F is the anti-holomorphic function
dened by  as in lemma 5.5 iv.).
Moreover the GNS representation of C1(Cn)hhii induces a representation Q on the C-
Hilbert space H(~) at least for ‘many’ functions. We consider only those elements f 2
C1(Cn)hhii with 0(f)N(~)  N(~). Then we dene
Df(~) := f 2 H(~) j 0(f) 2 H(~)g ; Df(~) := Df (~)=N(~) (51)
and call Df(~)  H(~) the domain of f since we can dene an operator Q(f) with domain
of denition Df(~) by
Q(f)( mod N(~)) := 0(f) mod N(~) for  2 Df (~): (52)
In general Df(~) may be very small but there are ‘many’ functions (i.e. all polynomials in z
and z) such that Df(~) is dense in H(~) or even equal to H(~). In this case we clearly have
Q(f  g) = Q(f)  Q(g) (53)
and hence we call Q a quantization map. If we write H(~) in the form (49) this is of course
just the well-known Bargmann quantization.
6 General results for Ka¨hler manifolds
In this section we shall derive some general results for Ka¨hler manifolds with the Fedosov
star product of Wick type which had been constructed in [9]. First we dene the formal
Wick algebra in 2n parameters by
Wn :=
(




then Wn is clearly a Chhii-vector space and we dene a pointwise multiplication of the
formal power series in y1; : : : ; yn as usual. ThenWn becomes an associative and commutative
algebra over Chhii with unit element. Moreover Wn becomes a -algebra if we extend the
complex conjugation such that yk is mapped to yk and vice versa. This formal Wick algebra
could be deformed by an analogue of the usual Wick product. We dene






@yi1   @yir
@rb
@yi1   @yir
(55)
for a; b 2 Wn. This leads to an associative deformation of the pointwise multiplication such
that the complex conjugation is still an antilinear algebra involution and a  1 = 1  a = a.







i1    yiryj1    yjs:
Then we dene the delta functional as the projection onto the part without explicit powers
of the formal parameters y1; : : : ; yn:
(a) := a00 2 Chhii
This will also be written in the following symbolical way: (a) = a00 = ajy=0. Then it is
easy to see that the delta functional is a positive linear functional:
Proposition 6.1 i.) The delta functional  : Wn ! Chhii is a state of Wn with respect







= 0 for all multiindices I
)
(56)
ii.) The quotient space Wn=J is isomorphic to H0n := (C[[y1; : : : ; yn]])hhii with the ‘formal
y-Taylor series’ as isomorphism






@yi1   @yis

y=0
yir    yis




















The properties of H0n and its completion Hn were already discussed in proposition 5.4 where
H0n
= H0.
Now we want to investigate the convergence of the Hermitian products in a Hilbert space
H over Chhii with a countable Hilbert base fekgk2N. As we will see in section 7 a Chhii-
Hilbert space has in general no Hilbert base but we will see important examples if we consider
Ka¨hler manifolds.
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First we will mention some easy convergence properties of CNP series. Let C− := Cnfx 2
R j x  0g and B−r := Br(0) \ C− where Br(0) is the open disk around 0 2 C of radius
r. For q 2 Q let zq be the holomorphic root dened on C−. For a formal CNP series a =P1
r=0 
qraqr 2 Chhii we dene the radius of convergence by R := supt2R+f
P1
r=0 t
qr jaqr j <
1g then we can prove the following proposition:




converges absolutely and normally in B−R . Hence f : z 2 B
−
R ! f(z) 2 C is a holomorphic
function.





















 8k 2 N : hek ; i =~ = 0} (58)
First we notice that Fk(~) is well-dened and extends to a holomorphic function Fk on
B−~ . Using Cauchy’s theorem for iterated series and Weierstra’ theorem for convergence of
holomorphic functions we easily get the following theorem:
Theorem 6.3 Let H be a Chhii-Hilbert space with countable Hilbert base fekgk2N and let
H(~) and N(~) be dened as above and ;  2 H(~).
i.) H(~) is a C-vector space and N(~) is a C-subvector space of H(~).
ii.) The Hermitian product of H induces a semidenite sesquilinear form on H(~) by
h ;  i

=~





=~ hek ;  i

=~ (59)
and h ; i~ = 0 i  2 N(~).
iii.) h ;  i

=z
is a holomorphic function on B−~ and









hek ;  i

=z
converges normally on B−~ .
iv.) The quotient space H(~) := H(~)=N(~) with the induced Hermitian product is a C-
Hilbert space with Hilbert base fek mod N(~)gk2N and hence H(~) is isometric to ‘2(C).
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Note that in both cases the resulting C-Hilbert space H is already a Hilbert space and not
only a pre-Hilbert space.
Remark: If one denes Fk with a
(k)
qr instead of its absolute value then one would obtain
again two C-subvector spaces and again the quotient would be a Hilbert space. But now











)ek which are both in H(2) but clearly
h1 ; 1i j=~ has only convergence radius 1 and h2 ; 2i j=~ has convergence radius 0 while
h1 ; 1i~ = h2 ; 2i~ = 0.
Now we want to consider the Fedosov star product of Wick type for a Ka¨hler manifold
M of real dimension 2n constructed as in [9]. We will use the same notation as in [9] with
the only dierence that the formal parameter in denoted by  and ~ is reserved for the
real number corresponding to the value of Planck’s constant in a chosen unit system. Let




k ^ dzl. The Fedosov algebra is dened by





together with the pointwise multiplication induced by the symmetric and antisymmetric
product of forms. The elements a 2 W⊗ are of the form
P1
r=0 








Ws T M ⊗VT M)) are smooth sections. The brewise Wick product as a
deformation of the pointwise product is dened by















!k1l1   !krlris(Zk1)    is(Zkr)a is(Z l1)    is(Z lr)b:
(61)
and since this product is dened brewise we can dene the Fedosov algebra at a point
p 2M by







together with the product . Then the restriction ap of a section a 2 W ⊗  to the point
p 2M is an element inW⊗p. The sections inW⊗ without any antisymmetric part are
denoted byW and analogously we deneWp. In [9] we have shown that there exists a Fedosov
derivation D forW⊗ such that D2 = 0 andWD := kerD\W is isomorphic to C1(M)hhii
and the isomorphism is given by the Fedosov-Taylor series  : C1(M)hhii ! WD which
was constructed recursively and the inverse map  : WD ! C1(M)hhii is simply the
projection on the elements with symmetric degree zero, i.e.  = (0;0) where (r;s) is the
projection onto the symmetric forms of type (r; s). Then the Fedosov star product is given by
f g = ((f)(g)) and several properties of this star product were shown in [9]. The most
important property for our purpose is the reality of the Fedosov-Taylor series (f ) = (f).
Lemma 6.4 Let M be a 2n-dim. Ka¨hler manifold and z1; : : : ; zn a holomorphic chart
around p 2M such that !kl

p
= kl in this chart. Then ’(1) := 1, ’(dz
k) := yk, ’(dzk) := yk
induces a Chhii-algebra isomorphism ’ :Wp !Wn with respect to the brewise Wick prod-
uct in Wp and the Wick product (55) in Wn.
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Note that it is always possible to nd such a holomorphic chart [17, Sec. 0.7]. With such an
isomorphism we easily nd the following proposition analogously to lemma 5.1:
Proposition 6.5 Let p 2 M and p the delta functional at p. Then p : C1(M)hhii !





 8r  0 : (0;r)p(f) = 0o
where p(f) is the Fedosov-Taylor series of f evaluated at p.
In the next proposition we shall prove that the Fedosov-Taylor series p at a point p 2M is
surjective onWp where we use Borel’s lemma and the recursion formula [9, eqn. (19)] for  .
Proposition 6.6 The Fedosov-Taylor series p : C
1(M)hhii ! Wp is surjective for all
p 2M .
We dene for p 2MeJp := na 2 Wp  8r  0 : (0;r)a = 0o eH0p := X1s=0W(0;s)T Mphhii
and then we can describe the GNS representation induced by p in the following way:
Theorem 6.7 With the notations from above we have:
i.) The quotient space H0p := C
1(M)hhii=Jp is canonically isomorphic to eH0p where the
isomorphism is induced by p (and also denoted by p):





(0;0)is(Zk1)    is(Zkr)p(f)

dzk1 _    _ dzkr
where  f 2 H0p and the Hermitian product is given by










is(Zk1)    is(Zkr)p(f)is(Z l1)    is(Z lr)p(g)

and the GNS representation induced by p is given by










is(Zk1)    is(Zkr)is(Z l1)    is(Zls)p(f)

 !k1t1   !krtrdzl1 _    _ dzlsis(Zt1)    is(Ztr)
ii.) Let z1; : : : ; zn be a holomorphic chart such that !kljp = kl and let ’ : Wp ! Wn be
dened as in lemma 6.4. Then ’p induces an isomorphism (also denoted by ’p) of
the Chhii-pre-Hilbert space H0p to H0n and hence the completion Hp of H0p is isometric to
Hn via ’  p and hence Hp has a countable Hilbert base and is isometric to ‘2(Chhii).
Moreover we have for  f 2 H0p






@yk1   @ykr

y=0
yk1    ykr :
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As in the Wick case we can ask for convergence. First we have to choose a Hilbert base
of Hp. In a holomorphic chart z
1; : : : ; zn with !kljp = kl we can use for example the vectors
e^K := (’  p)−1eK with eK as in proposition 6.1. Then we construct Hp(~) and Np(~)
with respect to this Hilbert base as in theorem 6.3 and get a C-Hilbert space Hp(~) and a
representation of ‘many’ functions f 2 C1(M)hhii in the same way as in the Wick case.
We consider again functions f with p(f)Np(~)  Np(~) and dene Df (~) and Df (~) as in
the Wick case. Then we dene the quantization map Q analogously: Q(f) is an operator
on Df (~) dened by
Q(f)( mod Np(~)) := p(f) mod Np(~)  2 Df (~)
which leads to the representation property Q(f)  Q(g) = Q(f  g) on suitable domains.
Since according to proposition 6.6 the Fedosov-Taylor series is surjective there are indeed
‘many’ suitable functions such as the pre-images under p of the polynomials in dz
k and dzk
(where z1; : : : ; zn is the chart from above).
7 Example II: The Weyl-Moyal product for R2n
Now we want to consider the phase space T Rn = R2n with the standard symplectic form
and the Weyl-Moyal product dened for f; g 2 C1(R2n)hhii by











i1j1   irjr
@rf
@xi1   @xir
@rg
@xj1   @xjr
(63)
where x1; : : : ; x2n = q1; : : : ; qn; p1; : : : pn and 
ij are the components of the Poisson tensor 
with respect to the coordinates x1; : : : ; x2n, i.e.  = 1
2
ij@xi ^ @xj = @qi ^ @pi. The smooth
functions on R2n with compact support are denoted by C10 (R2n)hhii.
Lemma 7.1 Let f; g 2 C10 (R2n)hhii then the integral over R2n is a trace [12]Z
R2n
f  g d2nx =
Z
R2n




and clearly a positive linear functional.
To obtain Schro¨dinger’s quantization we need a dierent positive linear functional namely
the integration over the conguration space Q := Rn of T Q = R2n for a xed value ~p0 of
the momenta. But rst we have to dene a suitable subalgebra of C1(T Q)hhii such that
the integration is well-dened. For ~p0 2 Rn we dene
C1~p0 (T
Q) := ff 2 C1(T Q) j suppf \Q ~p0 is compact g (65)
where Q ~p0 := f(~q; ~p0) 2 T
Q j ~q 2 Qg and notice that due to the locality of the Weyl-Moyal
product C1~p0 (T
Q)hhii is not only a subalgebra but also a twosided ideal of C1(T Q)hhii.
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As we will see in proposition 7.4 it is not sucient to consider only the functions with







which is obviously well-dened for any xed momentum ~p0. Moreover it is a positive linear
functional of C1~p0 (T
Q)hhii:
Proposition 7.2 Let f; g 2 C1~p0 (T
Q)hhii and dene  := @
2
@qk@pk














and ! ~p0 is positive, i.e. ! ~p0(f  f)  0.



















then equation (67) follows easily and this clearly implies the positivity. 
Remark: A similar but non-formal positivity result of such integrals was obtained in [14,
pp. 205-206 eqn. 5.11] in the context of complex C-algebras.
Now we shall specialize to ~p0 = 0 for simplicity. We dene for k = 1; : : : ; n the functions
Pk(~q; ~p) := pk and denote by J0 the left ideal of C1Q (T
Q)hhii := C1~p0=0(T
Q)hhii generated
by the functions Pk
J0 :=
n
f 2 C1(T Q)hhii
 f = X
k






which is indeed a left ideal of C1Q (T
Q)hhii since C1Q (T
Q)hhii is a twosided ideal of the
whole algebra C1(T Q)hhii. By direct calculation we get:
Lemma 7.3 Let f1; : : : ; fn 2 C1Q (T
Q)hhii then we have
!0

(fk  Pk)  (fl  Pl)

= 0 (69)
and J0 is contained in the Gel’fand ideal of !0.
The next proposition will show that J0 is already equal to the Gel’fand ideal of !0 and
the quotient H0 := C
1
Q (T
Q)hhii=J0 is canonically isomorphic to C10 (Q)hhii. Let r0 :
C1(T Q)hhii ! C1(Q)hhii be the restriction to momentum ~p = 0, i.e. r0(f)(~q) := f(~q; 0)
and let Q : T




Q)hhii) = C10 (Q)hhii and we dene i0 := 

Q r0, i.e. i0(f)(~q; ~p) := f(~q; 0). More-
over we need the operator I : C1Q (T
Q)hhii ! C1Q (T










and for k = 1; : : : ; n we dene T k : C1Q (T














Note that I(f); T k(f) 2 C1Q (T
Q)hhii if f 2 C1Q (T
Q)hhii.
Proposition 7.4 With the above notation we have for f 2 C1Q (T
Q)hhii:
i.) f = i0  S(f) + T k(f)  Pk
ii.) This decomposition is unique, i.e.
C1Q (T






iii.) The Gel’fand ideal of !0 is given by J0.
Proof: First we use Hadamard’s trick to obtain f = i0(f) + Pk@pkI(f) which could be
rewritten as f = i0(f) + (@pkI(f))Pk−
i
2
 I(f) using the Weyl-Moyal product. Iterating





(f) + T k(f)  Pk. An easy induction shows that
r!i0  (  I)r = i0 r which proves the rst part. The second part follows from lemma 7.3,
and the last statement is a consequence of part one and two. 
Corollary 7.5 The quotient space H0 := C
1
Q (T
Q)hhii=J0 with the Hermitian product h ; i
induced by !0 is canonically isometric to C
1
0 (Q)hhii with the Hermitian product
h ; i :=
Z
Rn
 (~q)(~q) dnq  ;  2 C10 (Q)hhii (73)
and the canonical isometry r is induced by r0: For  f 2 H0 we set r( f) := r0  S(f) and
the inverse of r is simply the pull-back Q mod J0.
Now we consider the GNS representation 0 induced by !0 on H0. First we notice that
according to corollary 3.28 not only C1Q (T
Q)hhii could be represented but the whole algebra
C1(T Q)hhii since C1Q (T
Q)hhii is a twosided ideal and J0 is a left ideal of C1(T Q)hhii.
Let % be the corresponding representation on C10 (Q)hhii, i.e. %(f) := r  0(f)  

Q.
Theorem 7.6 (Formal Schro¨dinger Quantization) Let Q = Rn and  2 C10 (Q)hhii
















@qi1   @qir
(74)
ii.) For polynomials in q1; : : : ; pn the representation % is the canonical quantization rule,
i.e.






and the polynomials are mapped to the Weyl ordered polynomials of the corresponding
operators (symmetrization rule).
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iii.) The Chhii-pre-Hilbert space C10 (Q)hhii with the Hermitian product (73) is already
Cauchy complete and hence a Chhii-Hilbert space.
iv.) H0 does not admit a (countable or uncountable) Hilbert base (for n  1).
Proof: The rst statement is a straight-forward computation. For the second one notes
rst that for each nonnegative integer k and 2n formal parameters 1; : : : ; n; 
1; : : : ; n the
function (rq
r+rpr)
k is assigned the operator (r%(q
r)+r%(pr))
k by the Weyl symmetriza-
tion rule. Hence the formal exponential function e;(~q; ~p) := exp(rq
r+rpr) is assigned the
operator exp(r%(q
r)+r%(pr)). On the other hand, the right hand side of (74) is easily seen
to be equal to the standard ordering prescription of the function Sf , i.e. where after appply-
ing the rule (75) all the derivatives are put on the right hand side rst. Clearly, the function
Se; = exp(i=2)e; is assigned the operator exp(i=2) exp(i%(q
i)) exp(i%(pi)) by
standard ordering. Now the Baker-Campbell-Hausdor formula for the 2n+ 1-dimensional
Heisenberg Lie algebra easily implies that the Weyl ordered operator for e; and the
standard-ordered operator for Se; coincide which proves this statement. The third and
fourth statement are proved in a more general context in the next theorem. 
Theorem 7.7 Let M be an orientable manifold with volume form Ω. Then H := C10 (M)hhii
together with the integral
hf ; gi :=
Z
M
fgΩ f; g 2 H
as Hermitian product is a Chhii-Hilbert space. Moreover H does not admit a (countable or
uncountable) Hilbert base if dimM  1.
Proof: It is easy to see that every Cauchy sequence in H with respect to the norm induced
by the scalar product is a Cauchy sequence in the metric sense of Proposition 4.3, and vice
versa, which proves completeness.
Suppose there would exist a Hilbert base f ()g2I , I some index set, for H. Because of





1 where the  
()
0 is an





vanishing coecients of neagative -powers. By the usual complex L2-theory for manifolds
of dimension greater or equal than 1 there are countably many dierent  
()
0 , and there
is a function f 2 C10 (M) which is not a nite linear combination of the  
()
0 . If f were
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i) ; f
∥∥∥∥∥
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f ;  (i)
 〈
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i) ; f














val’s equality for complex Hilbert spaces that f is a nite linear combination of the  (i)
which is a contradiction. 
At last we want to describe again the way back to convergence if we substitute the formal





qr qr 2 C
1
0 (Q)hhii be a formal wave function. Then we dene its Fourier
transform order by order
e (~k) := 1X
r=0







i~k~q dnq ~k 2 Rn:
Since  2 C10 (Rn)hhii we have e 2 S(Rn)hhii where S(Rn) is Schwarz’s space of rapidly




Then we ask for L2-convergence of the sequence e N if we substitute  by ~ and dene
H(~) :=
n
 2 C10 (Rn)hhii




 f N j=~ L2−! 0 as N !1o :
Now the same procedure as in the Wick case could be done and we get:
Theorem 7.8 With the notations of above we have:
i.) H(~) is a C-vector space and N(~) is a C-subvector space of H(~).
ii.)  2 H(~) i  N j=~ L2-converges to some Ψ 2 L2(Rn). Then eΨ is the Fourier
transform of Ψ.










and denes a positive semidenite sesquilinear form for H(~).
iv.) The quotient H(~) := H(~)=N(~) is canonically isometric to the C-Hilbert space
L2(Rn) where  mod N(~) 7! Ψ is the isomorphism.
Again the GNS representation % induces a representation of at least ‘many’ elements f 2
C1(R2n)hhii on H(~) = L2(Rn). For f 2 C1(R2n)hhii such that %(f)N(~)  N(~) we
dene again Df(~) and Df (~) as in the Wick case and obtain a quantization map Q dened
by
Q(f)( mod N(~)) := %(f) mod N(~): (76)
for  2 Df(~). Then Q(f) is a linear operator dened on some domain Df(~)  H(~) =
L2(Rn) and again there are ‘many’ elements f with dense domain Df(~).
8 Open Problems
In this section we list some open problems arising with our approach:
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 It would be very interesting to see whether the approach of the WKB approximation
via Lagrangean submanifolds (see e. g. [3]) contained in the energy surface of a
xed Hamiltonian function on the symplectic manifold is related to some variant of
GNS construction with respect to a suitable positive linear functional whose support
is contained in that Lagrangean submanifold. One of the problems arising here is the
fact that the discrete energy eigenvalues in quantum mechanics are dependent on ~,
and it is not obvious how this can be encoded in the energy surface.
 We have seen in section 5 that the spectrum of the harmonic oscillator can be computed
in a purely formal manner before the convergence scheme is performed. It may be
interesting to develop a kind of ‘formal spectral theory’ in order to formally compute
e.g. discrete spectra depending on  and then deal with the convergence.
 Related to this question one may ask more generally to what extend there is some
reasonable functional analysis in these formal Hilbert spaces: i.e. which (possibly
weaker) topologies are more suited for the denition and calculation of spectra and
convergence properties. The usual literature on p-adic functional analysis (see e.g.
[25]) does unfortunately not seem to deal with Hilbert spaces, but exclusively with
absolute values, and seems to avoid ordered elds and hence the notion of positivity
we need.
 Finally, it may be interesting to see whether the prequantum line bundles of geometric
quantization over, say, a compact prequantizable Ka¨hler manifold (see e.g. [28], [10],
[11]) are related to this construction (perhaps after employing a convergence scheme)
and if yes, whether they can be constructed that way.
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